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Comment Analysis

1 Housing Housing Against Do not expand the village anymore!!! We don't want Kilmersdon to become a "Peasedown or Upper Wellow"

2 Housing Housing Against NO to building of any kind on the sheep field and no more building in the village unless it is a much needed and long promised village shop!

3 Housing Housing Against No to new houses or buildings in and around the village.

4 Housing Housing Neutral Keep housing development to a minimum - the Parish doesn't have the roads, schools or transport facilities to cope!

5 Housing Housing Against The "sheep field" is a nice open green space for the village: really nice to see some animals using the space. It's a space used by the village and would be a shame to 

develop it.

6 Housing Traffic etc. More parking / better bus 

service

With extra housing comes extra cars. We don't have any more space for them! Please give us 1. more off road parking: 2. a better bus service.

7 Housing Housing For We could do with a limited number of new houses - perhaps off Silver Street but not the sheep field!! Keep as GREEN SPACE!

8 Housing Housing For Village needs to be larger to support events - so yes to some new housing. Especially now Village Day will be taking place.

9 Housing Housing Neutral Housing - any future development to be within the village environment to maintain community feeling. Scale of development needs to be proportional to the size 

of the village.

10 Housing Housing Against I would not like to see further housing in Kilmersdon. I would however like to see more facilities in the village that would enhance village life. The sheep field is 

being mentioned as possible housing site but I think this would make an ideal cricket pitch and pavilion. 

11 Housing Housing Neutral Housing in the village should be restricted to singles or semi's, not multiple development. Parking should be a requirement within the property. The style of the 

housing should be controlled i.e. NOT timber clad buildings that would look like a farm barn after two years. 

12 Housing Traffic etc. Reduce traffic Consider traffic flow of housing in context of overall traffic flow: most is through traffic. 

13 Housing Housing Neutral IF there is development within the village, this should be in keeping with the historic character of the buildings and not, timber clad!

14 Housing Housing Against Clearly people need a roof over their heads but if there is a need for more housing it should be built in appropriate places preferably brown field sites.  In these 

days of awareness of climate change and the effect on our eco systems it would seem to me to be of far more benefit for villages (or towns) to retain their green 

areas and if they are not required for farming or animals then a better use would be for these areas to be turned into meadowland, rewilded, planted with trees or 

anything else that would capture and store carbon and provide a haven for wildlife.

15 Traffic etc. Traffic etc. More parking There is a problem with parking around the square/Church Street. More parking is needed somewhere before there is another fatal accident.

16 Traffic etc. Traffic etc. Reduce speed 30MPH even 20MPH from village sign to village sign.

17 Traffic etc. Traffic etc. Reduce speed Strike markers for 30MPH down hill.

18 Traffic etc. Traffic etc. Reduce speed 40MPH limit from NSP to White Post roundabout would be ideal. Given 30MPH through the centre of Faulkland and Kilmersdon.

19 Traffic etc. Traffic etc. More parking Parking opp pub too near corner v dangerous.

20

Traffic etc. Traffic etc. Reduce speed

20MPH speed limit in the village and/or speed bumps. People take their lives in their hands - sometimes literally! - crossing the road as people speed through the 

village.

21 Traffic etc. Traffic etc. More parking Restrict parking on the main road through the village. After 1 death a few weeks ago and several people have gone into Trevor Howse's fence.

22

Traffic etc. Traffic etc. Reduce speed

Traffic is a problem in the village in particular the speed and size of the traffic. Speed restrictions and traffic management are needed to reduce speed and perhaps 

a weight limit should be put in place to reduce traffic.

23

Traffic etc. Traffic etc.

More parking It would be helpful for the village to have a larger car park. It doesn't have to be tarmaced - it could be like the extra spaces that have been created to expand the 

village hall existing car park . BUT not on the sheep field.

24 Traffic etc. Traffic etc. Reduce speed 20MPH THROUGH THE VILLAGE

25 Traffic etc. Traffic etc. Reduce speed 20MPH limit through village

26 Traffic etc. Traffic etc. Pedestrian Crossing Pedestrian crossing opposite the pub would help calm traffic. Zebra not pelican crossings though.

27 Traffic etc. Traffic etc. Pedestrian Crossing Pedestrian crossing required. Opposite the pub?

28

Traffic etc. Traffic etc. Reduce speed

We need some method to control speed through the village. SPEED BUMPS AT EITHER END OF THE VILLAGE? LIGHTS? OR CAMERAS AND 20MPH LIMIT? Lorries 

come thundering down the hill at night. Must someone be killed or injured before something is done.

29 Traffic etc. Traffic etc. School Lane one way Make School Lane one way for ease or school traffic and houseowners

30

Traffic etc. Traffic etc. Pedestrian Crossing Zebra crossing as you exit the village hall would allow people to cross the village safely and may incourage drivers to drive slower. "Prepare to stop".

31 Traffic etc. Traffic etc. More parking Additional parking off road to reduce parking opposite the Jolliffe which is a hazard for pedestrians and traffic.

32 Traffic etc. Traffic etc. Charlton Lane one way Charlton Lane v dangerous - one way only would be good.

33 Traffic etc. Traffic etc. Better bus service. A better bus service. 

34

Traffic etc. Traffic etc. Reduce speed

Extend the 30MPH speed limit the whole length of the B3139 from Terry Hill crossroads to the Fosseway and have 20MPH through the village between the new 

village signs. Also 30MPH along Mells Road as far as the Pipe Works. I believe that speed limits will also reduce traffic volume due to the way satnav algorithms 

works.

35 Traffic etc. Traffic etc. Reduce speed Traffic speed should be reduced to 20MPH. Corner opposite pub should be no parking area. 
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